The WG5 committee, at its meeting in Delft, May 2005, decided to include co-arrays in the next Fortran Standard. A special issue of Fortran Forum in August 1998 explained the feature, but since many of the details of the version adopted by WG5 differ from the 1998 version, it seems appropriate to describe it afresh in a self-contained article.
Introduction
Co-arrays were designed to answer the question 'What is the smallest change required to convert Fortran into a robust and efficient parallel language?'. Our answer is a simple syntactic extension. It looks and feels like Fortran and requires Fortran programmers to learn only a few new rules. These rules are related to two fundamental issues that any parallel programming model must resolve, work distribution and data distribution.
First, consider work distribution. The co-array extension adopts the Single-Program-Multiple-Data (SPMD) programming model. A single program is replicated a fixed number of times, each replication having its own set of data objects. Each replication of the program is called an image. The number of images may be the same as the number of physical processors, or it may be more, or it may be less. A particular implementation may permit the number of images to be chosen at compile time, at link time, or at execute time. Each image executes asynchronously and the normal rules of Fortran apply. The execution path may differ from image to image as specified by the programmer who, with the help of a unique image index, determines the actual path using normal Fortran control constructs and explicit synchronizations. For code between synchronizations, the compiler is free to use all its normal optimization techniques as if only one image were present.
Second, consider data distribution. The co-array extension allows the programmer to express data distribution by specifying the relationship among memory images in a syntax very much like normal Fortran array syntax. Objects that are declared without the new syntax exist independently on all the images; each is private, that is, it can be accessed only from its own image. Objects with the new syntax have an important additional property: as well as having access to the local object, each image may access the corresponding object on any other image. For example, the statement real, dimension(1000) [*] :: x,y declares two objects x and y, each as a whole called a co-array. Co-arrays have the same size on each image. In this example, each image has two local real arrays of size 1000. If an image executes the statement:
x(:) = y(:) [q] ACM Fortran Forum, August 2005, 24, 2the array y from image q is copied into local array x.
Array indices in parentheses follow the normal Fortran rules within one memory image. Co-array indices in square brackets provide an equally convenient notation for accessing an object on another image. Bounds in square brackets in co-array declarations follow the rules of assumed-size arrays since a co-array exists on all the images. The upper bound for the last co-dimension is never specified, which allows the programmer to write code without knowing the number of images the code will eventually use.
The programmer uses co-array syntax only where it is needed. A reference to a co-array with no square brackets attached to it is a reference to the object in the local memory of the executing image. Since most references to data objects in a parallel code should be to the local part, co-array syntax should appear only in isolated parts of the code. If not, the syntax acts as a visual flag to the programmer that too much communication among images may be taking place. It also acts as a flag to the compiler to generate code that avoids latency whenever possible.
On a shared-memory machine, we expect a co-array to be implemented as if it were an array of higher rank. On a distributed-memory machine with one physical processor for each image, a co-array may be stored from the same virtual address in each physical processor. On any machine, a co-array may be implemented in such a way that each image can calculate the virtual address of an element on another image relative to the array start address on that other image. An implementation might arrange for each co-array to be stored from the same virtual address in each image, but this is not required.
To use co-array syntax for data structures with different sizes on different images, we may declare a co-array of a derived type with a component that is an allocatable array or a pointer. On each image, the component is allocated locally or is pointer assigned to a local target, so that it has the desired size for that image (or not allocated or pointer assigned, if it is not needed on that image). It is straightforward to access such data on another image, for example, maps to a position in array element order. The underlying run-time system maps an image index onto a physical processor and its associated memory.
The number of images may be retrieved through the intrinsic function num_images(). On each image, the image index is available from the intrinsic this_image() with no arguments. The set of subscript indices that correspond to the current image for a co-array z are available as this_image(z). The image index that corresponds to a set of subscript indices sub for a co-array z is available as image_index(z,sub). For example, on image 5, for the array declared as real :: z (10, 20) [10,0:9,0:*] this_image() has the value 5 and this_image(z) has the value (\ 5,0,0 \). For the same example on image 213, this_image(z) has the value (\ 3,1,2 \). On any image, the value of image_index(z, (\ 5,0,0 \) ) is 5 and the value of image_index(z, (\3,1,2 \) is 213.
Specifying data objects
Each image has its own set of data objects, all of which may be accessed in the normal Fortran way. Some objects are declared with co-dimensions in square brackets immediately following dimensions in parentheses or in place of them, for example: (20) [20,*] [20,*] Unless the array is allocatable (Section 7), the form for the dimensions in square brackets is the same as that for the dimensions in parentheses for an assumed-size array. The total number of subscripts plus co-subscripts 3.is limited to 15.
The part of a co-array that resides on another image may be addressed by using subscripts in square brackets following any subscripts in parentheses, for example:
We call any object whose designator includes square brackets a co-array subobject. Each subscript in square brackets must be a scalar integer expression. Section subscripts are not permitted in square brackets. For clarity, we recommend that subscripts in parentheses be employed whenever the parent has nonzero local rank. For example, a[2,3] is not as clear as a(:) [2, 3] .
The rank, bounds, extents, size, and shape of a co-array are given by the data in parentheses in its declaration or allocation. The co-rank, co-bounds, and co-extents are given by the data in square brackets in its declaration or allocation. The co-size of a co-array is always equal to the number of images. The syntax and semantics mirror those of assumed-size arrays: the final extent is always indicated with an asterisk, and a co-array has no final co-extent, no final upper bound, and no co-shape. For example, the co-array declared thus real :: array (10, 20) [10,-1:9,0:*] has rank 2, co-rank 3, and shape (/10,20/); its lower co-bounds are 1, -1, 0.
A co-array is not permitted to be a constant. This restriction is not necessary, but the feature would be useless. Each image would hold exactly the same value so there would be no reason to read its value from another image.
To ensure that data initialization is local (the same on each image), co-subscripts are not permitted in data statements. A co-array may be allocatable as discussed in Section 7.
A co-array is not permitted to be a pointer, but a co-array may be of a derived type with pointer or allocatable components as discussed in Section 8. A derived type is not permitted to have a co-array component unless the component is allocatable. If an object has a co-array component at any level of component selection, each ancestor of the co-array component must be a non-allocatable, non-pointer scalar. Were we to allow a co-array of a type with co-array components, we would be confronted with references such as z[p]%x [q] . A logical way to read such an expression would be: go to image p and find component x on image q. This is logically equivalent to z[q]%x.
Accessing data objects
Any object reference without square brackets is always a reference to the object on the invoking image. For example, in real :: z(20) [20,*] , zmax [*] : zmax = maxval(z) the value of the largest local element of the co-array z is placed in the local part of the co-array zmax.
For a reference with square brackets, the co-subscript list must map to a valid image index. For example, if there are 16 images and the co-array z is declared thus real :: z(10) [5,*] then a reference to z(:) [1, 4] is valid, since it has co-subscript order value 16, but a reference to z(:)[2,4] is invalid, since it has co-subscript order value 17. The programmer is responsible for generating valid co-subscripts. The behaviour of a program that generates an invalid co-subscript depends on the implementation by the underlying run-time system. Square brackets attached to objects alert the reader to communication between images. Unless square brackets appear explicitly, all objects reside on the invoking image. Communication may take place, however, within a procedure that is referenced, which might be a defined operation or assignment.
Whether the executing image is selected in square brackets has no bearing on whether the executing image evaluates the expression or assignment. For example, the statement z[6] = 1 is executed by every image that encounters it, not just image 6. If code is to be executed selectively, the Fortran if or case statement is needed. For example, the code
... if (this_image()==1) then read(*,*) z do image = 2, num_images() z[image] = z end do end if call sync_all() employs the first image to read data and broadcast it to other images.
A co-array subobject is permitted in intrinsic operations, intrinsic assignments, and input/output lists. It is also permitted in non-intrinsic operations and as an actual argument in a procedure call provided the interface is explicit and the dummy argument is not a co-array and has intent(in) or the value attribute. A local copy of the actual argument is made before execution of the procedure starts.
Co-arrays in procedures
A dummy argument of a procedure is permitted to be a co-array.
It may be of explicit shape, assumed size, assumed shape, or allocatable: subroutine subr(n,w,x,y,z) integer :: n real :: w(n)[n,*] ! Explicit shape real :: x(n,*)[*] ! Assumed size real :: y(:,:)[*] ! Assumed shape real, allocatable :: z(:) [:,:] When the procedure is called, the dummy argument is associated either with the whole of a co-array or with a co-array subobject. The association is with the whole or part of co-array itself and not with a copy. Making a copy is undesirable because it would make synchronization necessary on entry or return to ensure that remote access was not to a copy that does not yet exist or has already been deallocated. Restrictions have been introduced so that copy-in and/or copy-out is never needed. Furthermore, the interface is required to be explicit so that the compiler can check adherence to the restrictions.
Just the local part of the co-array actual argument is specified and this is associated with the local part of the dummy co-array. It is assumed that the rest of the actual co-array consists of the corresponding parts on the other images. Here is an example )) The restrictions that avoid copy-in and/or copy-out are:
• the actual argument must have a designator that has no vector-valued subscripts, allocatable component selection, pointer component selection, or image selection;
• if an assumed-shape array or a subobject of an assumed-shape array appears as an actual argument corresponding to a dummy co-array, the dummy co-array must be of assumed shape; and
• if an array section appears as an actual argument corresponding to a dummy co-array that is not of assumed shape, the section must have elements whose subscript order values in its parent array consist of a sequence without gaps.
If a dummy argument is an allocatable co-array, the corresponding actual argument must be an allocatable co-array of the same rank and co-rank. This allows the array to be allocated in the procedure and accessed in the caller after return.
Automatic co-arrays are not permitted. For example, the following code fragment is not permitted subroutine solve3(n) integer :: n real :: work(n)[*] ! Not permitted Were automatic co-arrays permitted, it would be necessary to require image synchronization, both after memory is allocated on entry and before memory is deallocated on return. We would also need rules to ensure that the sizes are the same in all images. Effectively the arrays would be just like allocatables, except for not needing to write allocate syntax.
A function result is not permitted to be a co-array. A co-array function result is like an automatic co-array and is disallowed for the same reasons.
The rules for resolving generic procedure references are based on the local properties and are therefore unchanged. The rules cannot be extended to allow overloading of array and co-array versions since the syntactic form of an actual argument would be the same in the two cases.
A pure or elemental procedure is not permitted to contain any co-array syntax, since this involves side effects.
Unless it is allocatable or a dummy argument, a co-array that is declared in a procedure must be given the save attribute. If a co-array is declared in a procedure, with a fixed size but without the save attribute, there would need to be an implicit synchronization on entry to the procedure and return from it. Without this, there might be a reference from one image to non-existent data on another image. An allocatable array is not required to have the save attribute because a recursive procedure may need separate allocatable arrays at each level of recursion.
A procedure with a non-allocatable co-array dummy argument will usually be called simultaneously on all images with the same actual co-array, but this is not a requirement. For example, the images may be grouped into teams, each of which is either calling the procedure with the same actual co-array or is executing other code.
Each image independently associates its non-allocatable co-array dummy argument with an actual co-array and defines the bounds and co-bounds afresh. It uses these to interpret each reference to a co-array subobject, taking no account of whether the remote image in executing the same procedure with the same co-array.
We expect that such a procedure will usually be called simultaneously on all the images of a team with the same actual co-array and the same bounds and co-bounds. We recommend this practice.
Storage association
For co-arrays, common and equivalence statements are permitted and specify how the storage is arranged on each image (the same for every one). Therefore, co-array references are not permitted in an equivalence statement. For example
Appearance in a common or equivalence statement has no effect on whether an object is a co-array; it is a co-array only if declared with square brackets. An equivalence statement is not permitted to associate a co-array with an object that is not a co-array. For example integer :: a,b[*] equivalence (a,b) ! Not allowed (compile-time constraint) is not permitted. This ban on associating a co-array with an object that is not a co-array is not necessary, but we see it as desirable to keep some separation between objects that are co-arrays and those that are not.
A common block that contains a co-array must have the save attribute. Which objects in the common block are co-arrays may vary between scoping units. Since blank common may vary in size between scoping units, co-arrays are not permitted in blank common.
Allocatable co-arrays
A co-array may be allocatable. The allocate statement is extended so that the number of co-bounds can be specified, for example, The co-bounds must always be included in the allocate statement and the upper bound for the final co-dimension must always be an asterisk. For example, the following are not permitted (compile-time constraints): allocate( a(n) ) ! Not allowed (no co-bounds) allocate( a(n)[p] ) ! Not allowed (co-bound not *) Also, the values of all the local bounds are required to be the same on all images. For example, the following is not permitted (run-time constraint) allocate( a(this_image())[*] ) ! Not allowed (varying local bound) There is implicit synchronization of all images in association with each allocate statement that involves one or more co-arrays. Images do not commence executing subsequent statements until all images finish executing the allocate statement. Similarly, for deallocate, all images delay making the deallocations until they are all about to execute the deallocate statement. This synchronization is independent of those obtained by calling sync_all and sync_team (see Sections 9 and 11). Without these rules, an image might reference data on another image that has not yet been allocated or has already been deallocated.
When an image executes an allocate statement, no communication is necessarily involved apart from any required for synchronization. The image allocates the local part and records how the corresponding parts on other images are to be addressed. The compiler, except perhaps in debug mode, is not required to enforce the rule that the bounds are the same on all images. Nor is the compiler responsible for detecting or resolving deadlock problems.
For an allocatable co-array without the save attribute there is an implicit deallocation (and associated synchronization) before the procedure in which it is declared is exited by execution of a return statement or an end statement.
An allocatable co-array may be given the save attribute unless separate arrays are needed at each level of recursion in a recursive procedure. For allocation of such a co-array, each image must descend to the same level of recursion or deadlock may occur.
Fortran 2003 allows the shapes to disagree in an intrinsic array assignment to an allocatable array; the system performs the appropriate reallocation. Such disagreement is not permitted for an allocatable co-array, since it would involve synchronization. Similarly, in a Fortran 2003 intrinsic assignment to an object of a type that has an allocatable component at any level of component selection, the component shapes are not required to agree. Such disagreement is not permitted in an intrinsic assignment to a remote object of such a type since this would involve a statement on one image causing an action (allocation) to occur on another image.
Array pointers
A co-array is not permitted to be a pointer.
However, a co-array may be of a derived type with pointer or allocatable components. The targets of such components are always local with shapes that may vary from image to image. If a large array is needed on a subset of images, it is wasteful of memory to specify it directly as a co-array. Instead, it should be specified as an allocatable component of a co-array and allocated only on the images on which it is needed.
For example, if co-array z contains a pointer component ptr, then z[q]%ptr is a reference to the target of component ptr of z on image q. This target must reside on image q and must have been established by an allocate statement executed on image q or a pointer assignment executed on image q, for example, z%p => r ! Local association A local pointer can be associated with a target component on the local image, r => z%p ! Local association but cannot be associated with a target component on another image, r => z[q]%p ! Not allowed (compile-time constraint) There is no requirement that the components of a co-array of derived type be allocated or associated or for them to have the same shape on all images.
Intrinsic assignments are not permitted for co-array subobjects of a derived type that has a pointer component, since they would involve a disallowed pointer assignment for the component: Similarly, for a co-array of a derived type that has a pointer or allocatable component, it is illegal to allocate one of those components on another image: type(something), allocatable :: t [:] ... allocate(t[*]) ! Allowed allocate(t%ptr(n)) ! Allowed allocate(t[q]%ptr(n)) ! Not allowed (compile-time constraint) A co-array is permitted to be of a type that has a procedure pointer component or a type bound procedure. Such a procedure must not be invoked remotely; for example, the statement call a[p]%proc(x) ! Not allowed is not permitted.
Execution control
Most of the time, each image executes on its own as a Fortran program without regard to the execution of other images. It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that, whenever an image alters the contents of a co-array, no other image might still need the old value or that, whenever an image accesses the contents of a co-array, it is not an old value that has been subsequently updated by another image.
To avoid such memory race conditions, the programmer must invoke intrinsic synchronization procedures. In almost all cases, the programmer will use the procedure sync_all or sync_team (see Section 11). The subroutine sync_all provides a barrier for the important case where all images must synchronize before moving forward. The subroutine sync_team provides synchronization for a team of images that need not consist of all the images.
The programmer must make no assumptions about the execution timing on different images. No information is available about whether an action on one image occurs before or after an action on another image unless one is executed ahead of a synchronization call and the other is executed behind the corresponding synchronization call on the other. For example, while one image executes some of the statements between two invocations of sync_all, another image might be out of execution.
This obligation has been placed on the programmer to provide the compiler with scope for optimization. When constructing code for execution on an image, it may assume that this is the only image in execution until the next invocation of one of the intrinsic synchronization procedures and thus it may use all the optimization techniques available to a standard Fortran compiler.
In particular, if the compiler employs temporary memory to hold an image's co-array data temporarily, such as cache or registers or even packets in transit between images, it must eventually make that data visible to other images. Also, if another image changes the co-array data, the executing image must recover the data from global memory to the temporary memory it is using. The intrinsic procedure flush_memory is provided for both purposes, but direct calls are rarely needed since each invocation of sync_team or sync_all also has the effect of flush_memory.
Note that if data calculated on one image are to be accessed on another, the images must synchronize after the 9.calculation is complete on the first and before the second accesses the data. Doing this with sync_team or sync_all will also ensure that the necessary call to flush_memory is made on the first before the necessary call to flush_memory is made on the second.
Given the fundamental flush_memory intrinsic procedure, the other synchronization procedures can be programmed in Fortran (see WG5 (2005) , Appendix 1), but the intrinsic versions are likely to be more efficient. In addition, the programmer may use it to express customized synchronization operations in Fortran.
For the important case of one image synchronizing with one other image, sync_team may be given the index of the other image as a scalar argument. Here is an example that imposes the fixed order 1, 2, ... on images:
If the local part of a co-array or a subobject of it is an actual argument corresponding to a dummy argument that is not a co-array, a copy may be passed to the procedure. To avoid the possibility of the original being altered by another image after the copy has been made, a synchronization may be needed ahead of the procedure invocation. Similarly, a synchronization is needed after return before any other image accesses the result.
Teams are permitted to overlap, but the programmer must ensure that the following rule holds, so that the synchronizations correspond correctly. If a call for one team is made ahead of a call for another team on a single image, the corresponding calls shall be in the same order on all images in common to the two teams.
The presence of the optional argument wait allows the invoking image to continue execution without waiting for all the others in cases where it does not need data from all the others. Judicious use of this optional argument may improve the overall efficiency. Implementations, however, are not required to cause immediate continued execution. Implementations may choose to wait for the whole team, which certainly more than satisfies the requirement that the members of wait have arrived.
Two procedures have been added to support a non-blocking, asynchronous programming style. They effectively split the sync_all and sync_team procedures into two phases. The procedure notify_team registers each team member at a synchronization point but returns without blocking. The image may execute other work and them check the status of the other team members by calling the non-blocking procedure ready_team, to see if the other team members have arrived, or the blocking procedure wait_team, to wait for the other team members.
The flush statement for file I/O plays a similar role for file data to that of flush_memory for co-array data. Because of the high overheads associated with file operations, sync_team and sync_all do not also have the effect of a flush statement. If data written by one image to a file is to be read by another image without closing the connection and re-opening it on the other image, flush statements on both images are needed.
Exceptionally, it may be necessary to limit execution of a piece of code to one image at a time. Such code is called a critical section. We provide a new construct to delimit a critical section: critical : ! code that is executed on one image at a time end critical There is an implicit flush_memory at the beginning and end of each critical section.
The effect of a stop statement or an end statement in the main program is to cause all images to cease execution. If a delay is required until other images have completed execution, a synchronization statement should be employed ahead of the stop or end statement.
Input/output
The co-array extension assumes that all images reference the same file system. Most of the time, each image executes its own read and write statements without regard for the execution of other images. With more than one active image, however, Fortran I/O processing cannot be used without restrictions unless the images reference distinct file systems. We avoid the problems that this can cause by specifying a single set of I/O units shared by all images and by extending the file connection statements to identify which images have access to the unit.
It is possible for several images to be connected on the same unit for direct-access input/output. The flush statement may be used to ensure that any changed records in buffers that the image is using are copied to the file itself or to a replication of the file that other images access. This statement plays the same role for I/O buffers as the intrinsic flush_memory does for temporary copies of co-array data. Executing a flush statement also has the effect of requiring the reloading of I/O buffers in case the file has been altered by another image.
It is possible for several images to be connected on the same unit for sequential output. The processor ensures that once an image commences transferring the data of a record to the file, no other image transfers data to the file until the whole record has been transferred. Thus, each record in an external file arises from a single image. The processor is permitted to hold the data in a buffer and transfer several whole records on execution of flush.
Invocation of flush is required only when a record written by one image is read by another or when the relative order of writes from images is important. Without a flush, all writes could be buffered locally until the file is closed. If two images write to the same record of a direct-access file, it is the programmer's responsibility to separate the writes by appropriate flush statements and image synchronizations. This is a consequence of the need to make no assumptions about the execution timing on different images. An open statement on a unit already connected to a file must have the same connect_team as currently in effect.
A file must not be connected to more than one unit, even if the connect_teams for the units have no images in common.
Pre-connected units that allow sequential read shall be accessible only on the image with index one. All other pre-connected units have a connect_team containing all the images. The input unit identified by *, therefore, is only available on the image with index one.
Before execution of a close statement, there is an implied flush statement for the unit. There are implied calls to sync_team with single argument connect_team before and after the implied flush statement and before and after the close.
Before execution of a backspace, rewind, and endfile statement, there is an implied flush. There are implied calls to sync_team with single argument connect_team before and after the implied flush statement and before and after the file positioning statement.
Intrinsic procedures
The following intrinsic procedures are added. Only num_images is permitted in a specification expression. None are permitted in an initialization expression. We use square brackets [ ] to indicate optional arguments.
Inquiry function num_images()
• returns the number of images. image_index(array,sub) • returns the index of the image corresponding to the set of co-subscripts sub for co-array array.
Image index functions
• returns the index of the invoking image, or the set of co-subscripts of array that denotes data on the invoking image.
• array is a co-array of any type.
• dim is scalar integer whose value is in the range 1 £ dim £ n where n is the co-rank of array.
• If array is absent, the result is the index of the invoking image. If array is present and dim is absent, the result is an array holding the set of co-subscripts of array for data on the invoking image. If array and dim are present, the result is a scalar holding co-subscript dim of array for data on the invoking image.
Synchronization procedures flush_memory()
• is a subroutine for marking the progress of the execution sequence. Before return from the subroutine, any co-array data that is accessible in the scoping unit of the invocation and is held by the image in temporary storage shall be placed in the storage that other images access. The first subsequent access by the image to co-array data in this temporary storage shall be preceded by data recovery from the storage that other images access. Temporary storage includes registers and cache, but could also include network packets in transit between nodes of a distributed memory machine.
notify_team (team) • is a subroutine that notifies all team members that it has been called on this image. It also has the effect of flush_memory.
• team is an integer array of rank one with intent in. Its values must be in the range 1 £ team(i) £ num_images() with no repetitions.
wait_team (team) • is a subroutine that causes the image to wait until, for every team member, the team member has called notify_team with the image in its team at least as many times as the image has called notify_team with the team member in its team. It also has the effect of flush_memory.
ready_team(team)
• is a function of type default logical that returns the value true it and only if, for every team member, the team member has called notify_team with the image in its team at least as many times as the image has called notify_team with the team member in its team. It also has the effect of flush_memory.
• team is an integer array of rank one with intent in. Its values must be in the range 1£ team(i) £ num_images() with no repetitions.
sync_team(team [,wait])
• is a subroutine that synchronizes images. It also has the effect of flush_memory.
• team is of intent in and is scalar or of rank one. The scalar case is treated as if the argument were the array (/ this_image(),team /); here, team must not have the value this_image(). All elements of team shall have values in the range 1 £ team(i) £ num_images() with no repetitions. One element of team must have the value this_image().
• wait is of type integer and is scalar or of rank one. The scalar case is treated as if the argument were the array (/wait/). If wait is absent, the effect is as if wait were present and equal to team.
• The effect of sync_team(team,wait) with both arguments of rank one is as if the following statements were • is a subroutine that synchronizes all images. sync_all() is treated as sync_team(all) and sync_all(wait) is treated as sync_team (all,wait) , where all has the value (/ (i,i=1,num_images()) /). It also has the effect of flush_memory.
Collective functions
A new category of intrinsic function has been introduced. A collective function is one that has a co-array argument and, on each image of a team, returns a result of the same shape, each element of which is calculated from the values of the corresponding elements on all the images of the team. The most important case is for a scalar co-array. For example, suppose the rank-one co-arrays x and y hold vectors and their inner-product is required. It may be found thus:
real :: x(n)[*], y(n)[*], local_prod[*], prod : local_prod = dot_product(x(1:n),y(1:n)) prod = co_sum(local_prod) Here, the intrinsic co_sum has not been given a team, so the team is taken to be all the images. The intrinsic returns the sum over all the images to them all. The details of how best to do this will vary according to the architecture; for example, it might be done in log (num_images()) steps, each involving synchronization and exchange of data between pairs of images.
On the other hand, the following invocation of co_sum y = co_sum(x) ! y(i) = sum_p x(i) [p] returns to array y on each image the sums S x(i) [p] .
If the team does not consist of all the images, it may be specified in the usual way through an integer array of image indices with no repeated values.
The case where the co-array has non-zero rank allows for greater communication efficiency when the same collective operation is required over many vectors each of which is spread across images. All the collectives involve synchronization of the images of the team. Roundoff effects may cause the result of co_sum and co_product to vary between images.
